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Baking with whole-grain flours used to be about making food that was good for you, not food that
necessarily tasted good, too. But Kim Boyce truly has reinvented the wheel with this collection of
75 recipes that feature 12 different kinds of whole-grain flours, from amaranth to teff, proving that
whole-grain baking is more about incredible flavors and textures than anything else. When
Boyce, a former pastry chef at Spago and Campanile, left the kitchen to raise a family, she was
determined to create delicious cakes, muffins, breads, tarts, and cookies that her kids (and
everybody else) would love. She began experimenting with whole-grain flours, and Good to the
Grain is the happy result. The cookbook proves that whole-grain baking can be easily done with
a pastry chef’s flair. Plus, there’s a chapter on making jams, compotes, and fruit butters with
seasonal fruits that help bring out the wonderfully complex flavors of whole-grain flours.Praise
for Good to the Grain:“Boyce started playing with a variety of flours when she took a break from
restaurant kitchens and wrote her first cookbook, Good to the Grain, a whole grains baking bible
that won a coveted James Beard Foundation Award this year.”—O Magazine

About the AuthorKim Boyce is a former pastry chef (at Spago and Campanile). She lives in Los
Angeles with her husband, who is a chef at Spago, and two daughters. While at Campanile, she
helped Nancy Silverton with her Sandwich Book (Knopf, 2002) and has cooked alongside chefs
like Mario Batali, Claudia Fleming, Lidia Bastianich, Alice Waters, and Anthony Bourdain. She
has contributed to Bon Appetit and has been featured in the Los Angeles Times on numerous
occasions (both as subject and contributor).
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An honest cook, “Handy guide to whole grain baking, but volume measuring mars its usefulness.
I'm a longtime, avid baker, but have only recently begun to explore the vast world of baking with
whole grains. I own 
  
King Arthur Flour Whole Grain Baking: Delicious Recipes Using Nutritious Whole Grains

  
  
and have had great results from that and have been looking to expand my repertoire. I looked
at "Good to the Grain" and liked how each chapter focused on a single kind of whole grain, a
format that makes exploring your way through the whole grain universe a more doable task.The
book is beautifully designed and photographed, with a clarity that reflects the author's
encouraging voice as well as the mission of understanding each of the grains and how to use
them. No showy, architectural baked goods here: most fall more toward the homey, rustic end of
the spectrum, and thus the book is ideal for the beginning baker as well as the experienced.The
two recipes I've made so far have both been easy and delicious: buckwheat-pear pancakes and
wholewheat chocolate chip cookies (the latter remained chewy for three days on my counter;
they're so good they may replace my longtime favorite recipe).As good as the book is, I'm
docking it a star because the author has chosen to eschew weight measurements. I know my
aversion to volume-measuring-only baking is a pet peeve, but I find it incomprehensible that
people spend years of their lives writing a baking book and testing the recipes to make sure they
are reliable - and then they don't reveal how much a cup of the flour they use in their recipes
weighs. And as experienced bakers know, a cup of flour can vary tremendously depending on
the volume method you use to measure it (dip-and-sweep versus spoon-and sweep versus
sifting, and so on). And such variances can mean the difference between, say, a dry cake and a
perfectly moist one. And not only is accuracy gained by weighing ingredients, it is extremely
more efficient - you can place one bowl on the scale and add numerous ingredients directly to it
rather than juggling various measuring cups and spoons.The author offers this veiled apology in
the introduction for not weighing the ingredients: "A note on scales. They are the most accurate
way to bake, as they yield precise measurements each time. However, since many people don't
own scales, myself included, in this book you will find measurements using cups and spoons." In



other words, she is dumbing down her recipes because there is a perceived notion (probably her
editor's) that most people don't use scales. (And seriously? A former Spago pastry chef doesn't
own a food scale? Pastry chefs' lives depend on weighing food.) I know that more and more
baking books are including at least the weights of flour in their recipes (see 
  
Rustic Fruit Desserts: Crumbles, Buckles, Cobblers, Pandowdies, and More

  
  
), and the plethora of digital scales in cooking catalogues is also another sign that Americans
are finally coming to their senses on this issue. In any event, if she or her editor did not wish to
include a weight for ingredients in every recipe, how difficult would it have been to include a half-
page chart in the back of the book listing the various weights for buckwheat, teff, spelt, whole
wheat, brown sugar, and so on? (As it turns out, the King Arthur whole-grains book does have a
lengthy list of such weights, and so I have been using that as a reference; but of course the King
Arthur weights do not necessarily reflect how this author would arrive at a cup of this or
that.)That issue aside, I highly recommend this book to anyone wanting to explore whole-grain
baking.”

FoodFanatic, “A gem not to be missed. There's a reason Kim Boyce begins Good to the Grain
with a recipe for chocolate chip cookies. For many of us, whole grains evoke notions of
healthfulness and wellbeing. And while whole grain cooking certainly entails those virtues,
Kim's chocolate chip cookies boldly announce her real mission with this book: showing all of us
that baking with whole grains opens new frontiers of flavor and texture.It actually took me some
time to finally make my way to Kim's chocolate chip cookies. It wasn't until after I'd discovered
the magic of her iced oatmeal cookies, which have the familiar flavor of the store bought version,
elevated by a judicious dash of cinnamon and nutmeg. I'd already fallen in love with Kim's
banana walnut cake, which replaced most of the usual flour with ground walnuts to amazing
effect. Her maple pecan granola, with its caramelized maple and butter finish, had won me over
months before. And her millet flatbreads had taken a greek feast to astonishing new
heights.Which brings us back to those chocolate chip cookies. What cook doesn't search
endlessly for the perfect recipe? I've tried many along the way. Cook's Illustrated and the New
York Times' versions topped my list. And then came Kim's. Whereas the New York Times



version would have you buy two kinds of flours, premium chocolate disks, and wait an agonizing
36 hours before baking, Kim's cookies turn cold butter and whole wheat flour to perfection in
mere minutes. Her instructions to round three tablespoon-fulls of dough onto the sheet pan
ensure that each cookie offers crispy edges and a chewy center. There is none of the heaviness
sometimes associated with whole grain baked goods; instead, the whole wheat lends a tender,
chewy crumb, and develops a rich, caramel flavor, which perfectly complements the dark
chocolate chunks.Indeed, these cookies attest to the fact that Kim is concerned first and
foremost with flavor and texture in this endeavor. Which is not to say that Kim doesn't find a way
to lighten up some of her baked goods along the way. It's just that when she does so, she does it
for a reason. The apple butter in her muscovado sugar cake contributes a depth of flavor that
brown sugar never could. The prune puree, infused as it is with fresh squeezed orange juice,
enlivens her bran muffins without resorting to refined sweeteners. Where she swaps out butter
for yogurt or milk for buttermilk, she's doing so for subtle tang those products bring to the
finished product.Many of the recipes I've tried from Good to the Grain were worth the price of the
book individually. The hardest party about it is deciding what to try next, with beautiful photos
pulling in opposite directions.”

PoppySeed, “An inspiring book for confident bakers. First thing to say is that this is not a gluten-
free baking book, but aims to introduce a range of unusual flours in a way that makes it easy to
incorporate them in everyday baking. Kim Boyce is clearly a talented pastry chef, and has taken
great time and care to develop the recipes, and to match the flavours of the flours to the recipes
they are used in. The instructions are very precise and detailed, and provides helpful
reassurance by describing what the texture should be like at various stages of the recipe.This is
an American book, so you will have to deal with cups, but there are many online converters that
can help with this.I think the recipes themselves are stunning, and those I have tried have
worked very well. There aren't photos for every recipe, but there are a large number through the
book, and the photography is beautiful.It may be difficult to obtain some of the flours she uses,
but you can easily start with the wholewheat and rye flour chapters, as well as the jam and
compote recipes. The other flours she covers are amaranth, barley, buckwheat, corn flour (not to
be confused with the cornflour used for thickening sauces - this is whole ground corn), kamut,
oat, quinoa, spelt, and teff flours.If you're fed up with baking books that just have cupcakes, layer
cakes and brownies, this will give a whole new dimension to your baking.”

Lindsay Carpenter, “Great recipes for the slightly whole food minded baker.. This is a great
book.I'm somewhat puzzled by other reviews here though. Firstly, the author doesn't claim that
this is a British baking book. It's quite clearly American, with lots of delicious bakes, some of
which are new to me and definitely not the run of the mill recipes that one finds in most baking
volumes. It also doesn't claim to be a health food book - it's a baking book, for goodness sake!
While it aims to make baked goods more whole food focused and slightly healthier, the author is



a pastry chef who does value taste and a light texture, which you just wouldn't get with 100
percent whole grain flour recipes.I have made any things in here, especially the pancake and
waffle recipes, being a somewhat breakfast obsessed person. The pear and buckwheat
pancakes are an absolute highlight, as well as the oatmeal pancakes and carrot and cornflour
waffles.The only warning that i would give is that you have to have access to a good health food
shop to buy the flours.I also second the person who recommended Dan Lepard for other whole
grain recipes - the man's a god!”

K. Y. Y. Choi, “for people who like experimenting with their cooking. This book is split into
chapters using different flours. So far I have only tried one recipe and it did not disappoint. This
book was recommended by a friend but think this could have built up my expectations a little. It is
ok but maybe not as good as I had expected. I will however, attempt to try out more recipes
though.”

The book by Kim Boyce has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 138 people have provided feedback.
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